VN25S
YewdaleDefiant® Venetian Blind

970000 - 970160
Headrail

974003
Universal Bracket
974028
Drum and Shaft

VN25S Venetian Blind
Features:
The YewdaleDeﬁant® VN25S Venetian Blind includes,
as standard, a premium extra depth headrail, (27 x
24mm) with top ﬁx turning ﬁxing key brackets. The
quality aluminium slats are 25mm wide with a
0.21mm thickness. The unique mono chain control
only requires one mechanism the whole system.
Therefore the blind is easily operated from one end
giving a neater appearance overall. This innovative
mechanism ensures the blind constantly stays level
when lifted and slats can be angled more accurately.

974008
Plastic Spacer

974026
Square Metal Rod

974022
Right hand Tilt and
Lift Mechanism
(974022 left hand)

975000 - 975025
Cord
933510W/500
Plastic chain loop
(other lengths
available)

973000 - 973025
Ladder

Beneﬁts:
Robust and vibrant with a high quality level of
performance, including smooth operation, the
VN25S is visually pleasing to the eye. The
comprehensive colour options satisfy almost every
environment whether it be residential or commercial.
The extra deep headrail can accommodate wider
installations and requires less brackets. This system
has been designed to offer a trouble-free solution
throughout its lifetime.

Options:
The VN25S system has a vast range of coloured and
textured 25mm aluminium slats, these can have
been co-ordinated with headrails, bottom bars,
ladders and cords.

Speciﬁcation:

974013
Bottom Bar End Cap

974014
Plastic Button
972000 - 972160
25mm Slat

971000 - 971160
Bottom Bar

The YewdaleDeﬁant® VN25S premium Venetian blind
with mono chain control as manufactured by
Yewdale, +44 (0)1268 570900. 27 x 24mm colour
coated aluminium headrail in 44 colours and closed
rail bottom bars also in 44 colours, both with colour
co-ordinated ladders and cords. Aluminium 25mm
slats with 0.21mm thickness with an impressive
collection of 81 colours and textures.
Please refer to NBS Plus N10 240.

have you seen all
our slats?
YewdaleDeﬁant® slat
selector makes
choosing easy. Would
you like the full set?

Call: +44 (0)1268 570900 Fax: +44 (0)1268 732509 Email: sales@yewdale.co.uk
Yewdale, Enterprise Way, Wickford, Essex, SS11 8DH

yewdale.co.uk see things differently

974005
Headrail End Cap

